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Abstract 

Plants come with complicated structures and abundant details . 3D virtual plant requires combination of

 plant morphology , computer science , and rendering techniques. 

This report covers an implementation of plants modelling algorithm known as L-system. The project 

aims to create an application that visualize 3D realistic plants. It requires to abstract the morphological 

structure and to analyze the expanding and branching progress of real plants, as well as a rendering 

process that draws the plants on the screen. Furthermore, to generate plants with random structure 

which makes it more natural. The report will also discuss the success and major problems of the process 

of implementation, as well as failures of results.  

 

Results will be analyzed and discussed by adjusting parameters that change the shape of 3D virtual 

plants. Ideas to expand the solution will be put forward, as well as the reflection on the learning during 

implementation, including the positives and negatives. 
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 1.Introduction  

With the huge development of 3D technology, the topological structure and geometrical morphology of 

plants has become a key researching point within related field. By using computer to generate realistic 

plants, time expenses can be saved from constructing 3D plants model manually. In terms of realness of 

plants, computer program can generate random shape of plants which is an advantage compared to 

manual construction.  
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The project aims to generate and visualize realistic virtual plants on computer. However, we will need to 

solve 2 aspects of problems. First, to learn and describe the structure of plants and made it into a digital 

term. Second, render the plants on computer based on the digital structure of plants. 

 

Topological structure is a significant symbol for plants, which contains the structure and morphology of 

plant organs. There are several methods to simulate structure of plants, in this project, we will focus on 

L-system. L-system is a parallel rewriting system producing control string. Control string starts with 

siﾏple s┞ﾏHol stヴiﾐg Ialled さa┝ioﾏざ stヴiﾐg aﾐd H┞ e┝paﾐdiﾐg each symbol into larger string of symbols, a 

complex control string can be used to describe the structure of plants. In this project, L-system will be 

implemented by C++. 

 

To render the digital structure of plants, a 3D graphics tool called Unreal Engine 4 will be used in this 

project. Unreal Engine 4 is a game engine developed by Epic Games. It has been used in variety of 

genres of 3D games and has seen adoption by other industries like film and television industry. In 

comparison with other render method like using graphics API like OpenGL, Unreal Engine 4 can be 

efficient in generating more realistic result, in terms of lighting, model importing and texture attaching.  

 

This report will cover the implementation of the L-system algorithm from beginning to end. It starts with 

introducing the mechanism of L-system as well as the Unreal Engine 4. Following with the 

implementation and result of L-system. Finally, the report will discuss the failure of the projects 

compared to the initial planning and the potential future work.  

2.Background 

2.1 Plants classification by stem type and branching description 

Plant is classified as herbaceous plant and woody plant by stem type. Herbaceous plants are plants that, 

by definition, have non-woody stems. A woody plant is a plant that produces wood as its structural 

tissue and thus has a hard stem. Woody plants are usually either trees, shrubs, or lianas (Wikipedia, 

n.d.)[1]. Considering the time limit of this project, we will only research and discuss tree, a type of 

woody plant, in this project.  
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Figure 1 The picture of a woody plant 

There are three forms of branching. The first one is between a trunk and branches, the second one is 

between branches and branches, and the last one is between branches and leaves. Considering the 

features of L-system, in this project, we will only focus on the ones which relate to a trunk and branches. 

In nature, leaves have more complex branching strategy that they tend to be soft and drooping. 

Therefore, we will not focus on branching form between branches and leaves. 

The way we use to describe the branching is called さa┝ial tヴeeざ[2]. A demonstration of an axial tree and 

its definition are as follows: 

 

Figure 2 An axial tree. (Prusinkiewicz P and Lindenmayer A, 1990) 

As shown in the figure, the trunk starts at tree root is called zero order axis, or main axis. Grows from 

the trunk, the next axis is called first order axis, and so on. The shape of each axis is the same, but child 

axis is smaller. Overall, the shape of each axis is basically same as the shape of the whole tree, which is 

an important feature of L-system. 
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2.2 A plant branching pattern: Sympodial branching 

Sympodial branching is one of the plant branching patterns. It means that after a period time of 

growing, the main branch will stop growing, or even die and forming lateral branch to grow. This patten 

will also be applied to the new branches repeatedly. In this project, sympodial branching will be 

implemented. 

 
Figure 3 Sympodial branching 

 

2.2.1 Related concepts of sympodial branching 

Three concepts that make influences are given to explain sympodial branching. 

(1) Branching order 

The axis originating at the root of the entire plant has order zero. A branch originating as a lateral 

segment of an n-order parent branch has order n+1[2]. As shown in the figure 6, by its definition, the 

tree has at most 2 orders of branching.  

  
Figure 4 Branching order 

(2) Branching angle 

Second order branch 

First order branch Zero order branch 

(main axis) 
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BヴaﾐIhiﾐg aﾐgle is aﾐotheヴ iﾏpoヴtaﾐt faItoヴ of tヴeesげ HヴaﾐIhiﾐg IhaヴaIteヴistiI. BヴaﾐIhiﾐg aﾐgle is the 
angle between a branch and its parent branch. It makes a significant influence on the overall structure of 

a tree. Multiple branching angles will also appear on one type of tree. 

 

Figure 5 Branching angle 

(3) Numbers of branching 

Numbers of branching could be different on different order of branch. For example, there could be 2 

child branches on the zero-order branch, 4 child branches on the first order branch and 6 child branches 

on the second order branch. In nature, the numbers of child branching are random. However, in this 

project, the numbers of branching have been manually set as 2 or 3, which means that there could be 2 

child branches or 3 child branches on a parent branch. 

 

Figure 6 Numbers of branching 

Branching angle 

Child branch 

Parent branch 

3 child branches 

2 child branches 

2 child branches 
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2.3 Plants modelling based on L-system 

2.3.1 Principle of L-system 

L-System is a unique type of iteration process. Its core concept is rewriting. L-system uses character 

from alphabet or strings that formed by character to generate the initial form of control string, which is 

Axiom. After that, it rewrites the string by replacing every character in Axiom with rewriting rules 

repeatedly. Finally, the result is the ultimate control string that is needed. 

L-system are formalized as a tuple as followed: 罫 = 極撃,�, �玉 
Within the tuple, V is the alphabet of system, or all potential symbols in the string. � is the initial string 

of system, which is the Axiom. P is a finite set of rewriting rules. 

For example, a specific L-system can be as follows:  撃 = {欠, 決} � = 欠決 � = {欠 → 決, 決 → 欠決} 
There are 2 rewriting rules in P, if we replace a with b, replace b with ab, then the iteration process can 

be described as: 欠決 → 決欠決 → 欠決決欠決 → 決欠決欠決決欠決 → 欠決決欠決決欠決欠決決欠決 → ⋯⋯ 

When we assign actual meaning to each character and make a geometric explanation to the ultimate 

control string, we can get the corresponding images. 

2.3.2 Explanation by L- system turtle in 2D plane 

L-system turtle is one of the geometric interpretation ways of the string that L-system generates. L-

system turtle is put forward by Prusinkiewicz[3] and Hana[4].  

(1) Traditional L-system turtle 

The state of L-system turtle can be defined by a triad 岫捲, 検, �岻. Within the triad, 岫捲, 検岻 represents the 

Cartesian coordinates of turtle, � represents the heading direction of turtle. Now we define a L-system 

as following: 

Alphabet 撃 = {繋,+,−} 
Axiom � = 繋 

Set of rewriting rules � = {繋 → 繋繋繋 − 繋繋 − 繋 − 繋 + 繋 + 繋繋 − 繋 − 繋繋繋} 
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Given the length of each move 嫌 and the angle increment is �. The actions that turtle will perform for 

each character in alphabet are as following: 繋 : The turtle moves forward a step of length s. The new coordinate of turtle is 岫捲′, 検′岻.  Suppose the 

direction vector of turtleげs forward is 岫潔剣嫌�, 嫌�券�岻, then 捲′ = 捲 + 嫌 潔剣嫌�,  検′ = 検 + 嫌 嫌�券�. The turtle 

draws a line between 岫捲, 検岻 and 岫捲′, 検′岻. +: Turn left by ひど degree, the next status of turtle is 岫捲, 検, � + ひど岻. −: Turn right by ひど degree, the next status of turtle is 岫捲, 検, � − ひど岻. 
In this case, if the iteration time is 1, the control string that is generated by L-system is 繋繋繋 − 繋繋 − 繋 −繋 + 繋 + 繋繋 − 繋 − 繋繋繋. Set initial angle � = ひど° and the movement unit s equals to the length of grid. 

Then we can get an explanation graph of this control string as follow: 

 

 

Figure 7 Interpretation of the control string. (Prusinkiewicz P and Lindenmayer A, 1990) 

 

(2) L-system turtle with bracket structure 

We ┘ill use a paiヴ of HヴaIkets iﾐtヴoduIed H┞ Liﾐdeﾐﾏa┞eヴ to deal ┘ith tヴeeげs HヴaﾐIhiﾐg stヴuItuヴe. 
Suppose a L-system as follows: 

Alphabet 撃 = {繋,+,−, []} 
Axiom � = 繋 

Set of rewriting rules � = {繋 → 繋[+繋][−繋] } 
Given the length of each move 嫌 and the angle increment is �. The actions that turtle will perform for 

each character in alphabet are as following: 
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繋 : The turtle moves forward a step of length s. The new coordinate of turtle is 岫捲′, 検′岻.  Suppose the 

diヴeItioﾐ ┗eItoヴ of tuヴtleげs foヴ┘aヴd is 岫潔剣嫌�, 嫌�券�岻, then 捲′ = 捲 + 嫌 潔剣嫌�,  検′ = 検 + 嫌 嫌�券�. The turtle 

draws a line between 岫捲, 検岻 and 岫捲′, 検′岻. +: Turn left by ぬど degree, the next status of turtle is 岫捲, 検, � + ぬど岻. −: Turn right by ぬど degree, the next status of turtle is 岫捲, 検, � − ぬど岻. [ : Push tuヴtleげs status iﾐto a staIk. The iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ iﾐIludes tuヴtleげs loIatioﾐ, aﾐd degヴee of ヴotatioﾐ. ]: Pop tuヴtleげs iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ out of a staIk as tuヴtleげs status. 

In this case, if the iteration time is 1, the control string that is generated by L-system is 繋[+繋][−繋]. Set 

initial angle � = ひど° and the movement unit equals to the length of grid. Then the process of drawing 

will be as follows: 

 

Figure 8 Demonstration of L-system turtle 

As we can see, red dot represents the position of the turtle. The information of status includes the 

coordinate and the degree of rotation of the turtle. 

2.3.2 Explanation by L- system turtle in 3D space 

According to the theory of Abelson and diSessa[5], the explanation by L-system turtle can be extended 

to 3D space. The current orientation of turtle can be represented by three vectors, 茎⃑⃑  , 詣⃑  , 戟⃑⃑ , indicating 

the tuヴtleげs headiﾐg, the diヴeItioﾐ to the left, aﾐd the diヴeItioﾐ up[2].   
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Figure 9 Controlling the turtle in 3D space. (Prusinkiewicz P and Lindenmayer A, 1990) 

The orientation of the turtle can be represented by following equation: [茎⃑⃑  ′, 詣⃑  ′, 戟⃑⃑  ′] =  [茎⃑⃑  , 詣⃑  , 戟⃑⃑ ] � , 

Where R is a ぬ × ぬ rotation matrix [6]. Specifically, rotation by each axis of direction should be 

represented by 3 matrixes as follows: 

��岫�岻 = [ 潔剣嫌� 嫌�券� ど−嫌�券� 潔剣嫌� どど ど な] 
��岫�岻 = [潔剣嫌� ど −嫌�券�ど な ど嫌�券� ど 潔剣嫌� ] 
��岫�岻 = [な ど どど 潔剣嫌� −嫌�券�ど 嫌�券� 潔剣嫌� ] 

 

The following characters control the actions of the turtle: + Turn left by angle � around U axis (Up direction), using rotation matrix ��岫�岻 − Turn right by angle � around U axis (Up direction), using rotation matrix ��岫−�岻 & Pitch down by angle � around L axis (Left direction), using rotation matrix ��岫�岻 ∧ Pitch up by angle � around L axis (Left direction), using rotation matrix ��岫−�岻 \ Roll left by angle � around H axis (Heading direction), using rotation matrix ��岫�岻 ∕ Roll right by angle � around H axis (Heading direction), using rotation matrix ��岫−�岻 
What needs to be mentioned is that this section is meant to explain the principle of L-system. In this 

project, the characters, and the rules we use will be based on the rules above. However, in Unreal 
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Engine 4, left-handed coordinate is being used instead of right-handed. During implementation, the 

action rules will be slightly different than these rules, which will be clarified in the following report. 

 

2.3.3 Parametric L-system  

This section only aims to introduce the basic concepts of the construction of sympodial tree by 

parametric L-system. The actual implementation will be based on this theory and there are several 

modifications being made because of some features of Unreal Engine 4, which will be explained in the 

following report.  

(1) Parametric L-system [7] 

Based on L-system, parametric L-system introduces parametric symbols. A formalized parametric L-

system is an ordered tetrad as follows: 罫 = 極撃,∑,�, �玉 
Specifically, V is the alphabet of system, or all potential symbols in the string. � is the initial string of 

system, which is the Axiom. P is a finite set of rewriting rules. ∑  is a set of parameters that control the 

shape of tree. In parametric L-system, a rewriting rule is made of three parts: Prerequisite, condition, 

and result.  喧堅結堅 ∶ 潔剣券穴 → 堅結嫌  
 An example of a parametric L-system is as follow: 

Alphabet 撃 = {畦, 稽, 系, 経} 
Parameters set  ∑  = {t} 

Axiom � = 畦岫ひ岻 
Set of rewriting rules � = {畦岫建岻: 建 > の → 稽岫建 + な岻系経岫建 − な岻} 
According to the rules of rewriting, the prerequisite is  畦岫建岻, the condition is  建 > の, and the result is 稽岫建 + な岻系経岫建 − な岻. As we can see, when � = 畦岫ひ岻, t = 9 and t > 5. Therefore, the result of rewriting 

string will be replaced by 稽岫建 + な岻系経岫建 − な岻, which will be 稽岫など岻系経岫ひ岻.  
2.4 Brief introduction of Unreal Engine 4 

2.4.1 Map 

A map, or a scene in Unreal Engine 4 is a three-dimensional space where every object is placed. In a 

map, a left-handed cartesian coordinate system is used as the world coordinate system.  This coordinate 

system is formed by x, y, z axis where the x axis indicates the front direction, the y axis indicates the 

right direction, and the z axis indicates the up direction by default.  
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Figure 10 A map in Unreal Engine 4 

2.4.2 Actor class 

Actor is the base class for an Object that can be placed or spawned in a level. Actors may contain a 

collection of ActorComponents, which can be used to control how actors move, how they are rendered, 

etc. An actor object contains two 3D coordinate to represent the location and the degree of rotation. 

 

Figure 11 Location and rotation 

 

Figure 12 Location and rotation of an object 

 

The location and rotation of an actor object can be represented by two types of coordinate systems. 

One is the local coordinate system; the other is the world coordinate system. The world coordinate 

system is used when we try to describe a location or rotation of an object relative to the map. The local 

(or relative) coordinate system is used to describe a location or rotation relative to objects other than 

the map (It can be the object itself). 
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Figure 13 The world coordinate(left) and local coordinate system(right) 

ヲ.ヴ.ヲ AItoヴげs Ioﾏpoﾐeﾐt 

Actors can be thought of, in one sense, as containers that hold special types of Objects called 

Components. Different types of Components can be used to control how Actors move, how they are 

rendered, etc. The other main function of Actors is the replication of properties and function calls across 

the network during play [8]. 

Actors support having a hierarchy of SceneComponents. Each Actor also has a RootComponent property 

that designates which Component acts as the root for the Actor. Actors themselves do not have 

transforms, and thus do not have locations, rotations, or scales. Instead, they rely on the transforms of 

their Components; more specifically, their root Component. 

Iﾐ this pヴojeIt, aﾐ iﾏpoヴtaﾐt t┞pe of Ioﾏpoﾐeﾐt Ialled さ“tatiI ﾏesh Ioﾏpoﾐeﾐtざ is used frequently. The 

StaticMeshComponent is used to create an instance of a UStaticMesh. A Static Mesh is a piece of 

geometry that consists of a static set of polygons and are the basic unit used to create world geometry 

for levels in Unreal Engine 4. In addition to building levels, Static Meshes can be used for creating 

movers such as doors or lifts, rigid body physics objects, foliage and terrain decorations, procedurally 

created buildings, game objectives, and many more visual elements. 

Below, a StaticMeshComponent representing a ceiling light mesh. 

 

Figure 14 A static mesh actor 
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2.4.3 Textures 

Textures are image assets that are primarily used in Materials but can also be directly applied outside of 

Materials, like when using an texture for a heads up display (HUD). 

For Materials, textures are mapped to surfaces which the Material is applied to. Textures can be used 

for a variety of calculations within a Material by being applied directly to an input (such as, Base Color), 

used as a mask, or using the RGBA values for other calculations [9]. 

 

Figure 15 Branches with different materials 

2.4.4 Game modes 

While certain fundamentals, like the number of players required to play, or the method by which those 

players join the game, are common to many types of games, limitless rule variations are possible 

depending on the specific game you are developing. Regardless of what those rules are, Game Modes 

are designed to define and implement them. There are currently two commonly used base classes for 

Game Modes [10]. All Game Modes are subclasses of けAGameModeBaseげ, which contains considerable 

base functionality that can be overridden. 

Iﾐ this pヴojeIt, a けAGaﾏeModeBaseげ Ilass is used to Iヴeate aﾐd spa┘ﾐ aﾐ┞ oHjects that relate to L-system 

when program starts to run. 

3.Specification and Design 

In this section, we will focus on specifying the design of the system and how it works overall. There are 

three components in this system, a sympodial tree component explained by parametric L-system, a L-

system turtle component that executes the render process, and finally, mesh component that provides 

visual structure of trees. 

3.1 Parametric L-system construction of sympodial tree component  

3.11 Construction of sympodial tree 

Trees with sympodial branching have unfolding tree crowns without distinct tree trunks, compared to 

monopodial trees. As a sympodial tree grows, the width and length of branches become smaller. The 

shape of the tree crown is mainly decided by the order of branches and the angle of branches. The 

shape of a typical type of tree should be random to look natural.  
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Based on the features that are mentioned above, we set the order of branches and the angle of 

branches as parameter to control the iteration times and the direction of growing. Setting length of 

branch as parameter to control the length of each order of branch as well as the width of branch.  

To generate a random shape, there are 2 types of branching conditions. One is double branching, which 

means that there will be 2 child branches on 1 parent branch. The other is triple branching, which means 

3 child branches on 1 parent branch. Therefore, 2 rewriting rules are required. 

A parametric L-system for sympodial trees is as follows: 罫 = 極撃,∑,�, �, �玉 
Alphabet 撃 = {稽, 繋, [], !, @,+,/} 
Parameters set  ∑ = {詣,拳, 詣怠, 詣態, 詣戴, 詣替, 詣泰,激怠,激態,激戴,激替,激泰, 紅怠, 紅態, 紅戴, �怠, �態, �戴} 

Axiom � = 稽岫詣待,激待岻 
Probability � = {糠, な − 糠} 
Set of rewriting rules  

� = { 稽岫詣, 拳岻: 詣 >= 兼�券        �       →      ! 岫拳岻繋岫詣岻[+岫紅怠岻/岫�怠岻稽岫詣怠,激怠岻][+岫紅態岻/岫�態岻稽岫詣態,激態岻][+岫紅戴岻/岫�戴岻稽岫詣戴,激戴岻] 稽岫詣, 拳岻: 詣 >= 兼�券       怠−�     →       @岫拳岻繋岫詣岻[+岫紅怠岻/岫�怠岻稽岫詣替,激替岻][+岫紅態岻/岫�態岻稽岫詣泰,激泰岻]                                             
There are 2 rewriting rules within our parametric L-system. To specify them, we use �怠 and �態 to represent 

them as follow: �怠：稽岫詣, 拳岻: 詣 >= 兼�券        �       →      ! 岫拳岻繋岫詣岻[+岫紅怠岻/岫�怠岻稽岫詣怠,激怠岻][+岫紅態岻/岫�態岻稽岫詣態,激態岻][+岫紅戴岻/岫�戴岻稽岫詣戴,激戴岻] �態：稽岫詣, 拳岻: 詣 >= 兼�券       怠−�     →       @岫拳岻繋岫詣岻[+岫紅怠岻/岫�怠岻稽岫詣替,激替岻][+岫紅態岻/岫�態岻稽岫詣泰,激泰岻]   
 

We will still use a paiヴ of HヴaIkets iﾐtヴoduIed H┞ Liﾐdeﾐﾏa┞eヴ to deal ┘ith tヴeeげs HヴaﾐIhiﾐg stヴuItuヴe. [ : Push tuヴtleげs status into a staIk. The iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ iﾐIludes tuヴtleげs loIatioﾐ, diヴeItioﾐ ┗eItoヴs ふup, ヴight, 
forward) and degree of rotation. ]: Pop tuヴtleげs iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ out of a staIk as tuヴtleげs status. 

As we can see in this L-system, B and C can be seen as vertexes. The rewriting rule �怠means that there is 糠 percent chance for a vertex B being replaced by a branch and three new vertexes B, B, B, which 

indicates triple branching. �態 means that there is な − 糠 percent for a vertex B being replaced by a 

branch and two new vertexes B, B, which indicates double branching. 詣待 stands for the initial length of 

the tree trunk while 激待 represents the initial width of the tree trunk. 詣� and 詣 represent the length of 

branches, 激� and 激 stand for the width of the branches. 紅� and �� represent the angle of branches, 

which control the direction of growing. Min gives out the threshold value of branchesげ leﾐgth. Wheﾐ a 
branch is shorter than min, it cannot be generated.  
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Ne┝t, ┘e ┘ill iﾐtヴoduIe ﾏoヴe detail iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ aHout HヴaﾐIhesげ leﾐgth aﾐd ┘idth. 

(1) Branch length 

To gradually shorten the branches, shrink factors 堅� are being introduced. As we can see in the L-system 

demonstration, there are 5 different lengths being assigned to different branches. 詣怠 =  詣 ∗  堅怠   詣態 =詣 ∗  堅態 ,  詣戴  = 詣 ∗  堅戴,  詣替 = 詣 ∗  堅替,  詣泰 = 詣 ∗  堅泰, while 詣� , � =  な,に,ぬ represent the lengths for triple 

branching,  詣� , � =  ね,の represent the lengths for double branching. 

 

(2) Branch width 

To ﾏake tヴee ﾏoヴe ﾐatuヴal, ┘e ┘ill set the faItoヴs of ┘idth Hased oﾐ the Leoﾐaヴdoげs ‘ule[11]. The rule 

says that when a tree's trunk splits into two branches, the total cross section of those secondary 

branches will equal the cross section of the trunk [12]. The formula of it is: 

拳態  =  ∑拳�態�
怠  

where the 拳� is the width of the ��ℎ child branch. Based on this rule, let 拳怠  =  拳 ∗  喧怠� , 拳態  =  拳 ∗  圏怠�, 拳戴  =  拳 ∗  岫な − 喧怠 − 圏怠岻, 拳替  =  拳 ∗  喧態�,  拳泰  =  拳 ∗  圏態�, 喧怠 + 圏怠 < な, 喧態 + 圏態  =  な. Here, 喧�  , 圏� , 結 

control the width of the HヴaﾐIh. AIIoヴdiﾐg to Leoﾐaヴdoげs ‘ule, let 結 =  ど.の so that the total cross 

section of those secondary branches will equal the cross section of the parent branch. Therefore, we will 

get 拳態  =   拳怠態 +拳態態 +拳戴態 for the rewriting rule �怠, 拳態  =   拳替態 +拳泰態 for the rewriting rule �態. 

3.2 L-system turtle component 

In this section, we will introduce how L-system turtle component works in this project. Overall, L-system 

turtle reads through the control string generated by tree component and perform different actions 

based on different character.  

3.2.1 Basic information to describe the status of L-system turtle  

L-system turtle is derived from Actor. The status of L-system turtle can be described by three direction 

vectors as well as the coordinates of location and rotation.  

The direction vectors include up, right and front vectors. The reason for maintaining these vectors is that 

L-s┞steﾏ tuヴtle al┘a┞s ﾏo┗es to┘aヴd さup diヴeItioﾐざ. Ho┘e┗eヴ, the さup diヴeItioﾐざ is ﾐot al┘a┞s ┗eヴtiIal 
to the ground level. It changes as the turtle rotates to make certain angles between different branches.  
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Figure 16 Demonstration of direction vectors 

The location and rotation of L-system turtle is represented by world coordinate. The location and 

rotation of a tree component (like a trunk) are same as the ones of turtle. 

  

Figure 17 Demonstration of a trunk and its information 

3.2.2 Actions of L-system turtle  繋: The turtle moves towards the direction of up vector with the length of a branch. +: Rotate the turtle actor around up vector. /: Rotate the turtle actor around front vector. [: Push tuヴtleげs status iﾐto a staIk. The iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ iﾐIludes tuヴtleげs location, rotation, direction vectors 

(up, right, forward). ]: Pop tuヴtleげs iﾐfoヴﾏatioﾐ out of a staIk as tuヴtleげs status. !: Prepare to render triple branches. @: Prepare to render double branches. 

(1) Working process of L-system turtle 
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Figure 18 Working process 

3.3 Mesh component 

In this project, there are 3 types of mesh component: tree trunk, branch, and leaf. They will be used and 

placed by L-system turtle component. In Unreal Engine 4, they are static mesh actors with static mesh 

components. 

3.3.1 Tree trunk 

The tree trunk component is consisted of a tree trunk mesh and a sphere mesh.  The sphere is located 

on the top of the trunk to act as a joint. This joint makes branching point more natural and materials of 

joint and trunk are consistent.  

 

Sphere joint 

Trunk 
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Figure 19 Tree trunk component 

3.3.2 Branch 

The branch component is consisted of a branch mesh and a sphere mesh.  The sphere is located on the 

top of the branch to act as a joint. This joint makes branching point more natural and materials of joint 

and trunk are consistent.  

 

Figure 20 Branch component 

3.3.3 Leaf 

The leaf component is only consisted of a leaf mesh.   

 

Figure 21 Leaf component 

3.4 Working mechanism of the system 

In this system, three components work together to generate a realistic sympodial tree. First, the tree 

component will geﾐeヴate a Ioﾐtヴol stヴiﾐg that ヴepヴeseﾐts tヴeeげs stヴuItuヴe. It also pヴo┗ides e┗eヴ┞ 
parameter that control the shape of the tree to the L-system turtle component. Second, the L-system 

turtle component is spawned at a specific location in a map with a preset rotation. It reads every 

Sphere joint 

Branch 
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character in the control sentence and makes corresponding actions. L-system turtle is also responsible 

to spawn and adjust mesh component in the map to form the tree.  

 

Figure 22 Working mechanism 

4.Implementation 

In this section, we will start with demonstrating a UML class diagram. Then coding details of each 

component will be introduced. Lastly, some problems that are difficult to solve during implementation 

will be demonstrated. The attempts to solutions are also included. 
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4.1 UML Class diagram 

 

4.2 Tree component 

4.2.1 Generate random numbers 

There are 2 types of branching, which are double branching and triple branching as we mentioned 

above. However, to make the tree more thriving, the probability for generating triple branching is 

higher.  
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Therefore, the system will generate a random integer between 6 and 8, let it be A. When system 

rewrites a character, it generates an integer between 1 to 10 again. If this new integer is between 1 to A, 

then a triple branching is generated. If it is between A to 10, then a double branching is generated. 

Overall, the probability of generating triple branching is between 60% to 80% and the probability for 

double branching is between 20% to 40%. 

In C++, function rand() ヴeケuiヴes a さseedざ to geﾐeヴate diffeヴeﾐt seケueﾐIe of ヴaﾐdoﾏ ﾐuﾏHeヴs. In 

practice, we usually use the current time of system as the seed. However, there could be more than 10k 

branches on a tree, which means the systems will get system time constantly in a short time. The time 

gap between several access of system time could be too short to make the seed changed. Therefore, the 

rand() function will keep generating the same random number sequence. In this project, system will 

generate 100 random numbers each time to avoid repetition of random numbers sequence. 

 

 srand((unsigned)time(NULL)); 

 branchProbability = (rand() % (8 - 6 + 1)) + 6; 

 

Code 1 Generate probability for different branching(SympodialTree_3.cpp) 

void SympodialTrees::GenerateProba() 

{ 

  

 srand((unsigned)time(NULL)); 

 

 for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) { 

  ranNum[i] = (rand() % (10 - 1 + 1)) + 1; 

 } 

   

} 

 

Code 2 Generate random numbers sequence(SympodialTree.cpp) 

4.2.2 Generate sentence 

To generate sentence, the system will read the sentence character by character, rewriting character that 

fulfill the rewriting rule. Moヴe speIifiIall┞, e┗eヴ┞ tiﾏe the s┞steﾏ ヴe┘ヴites a seﾐteﾐIe, a ﾐe┘ けstヴiﾐgげ ┘ill 
be created. If the system reads a character that does not fulfill the rule, it duplicates the character and 

append it to the end of the new string. If the system reads a character that fulfill the rule, it appends the 

corresponding replacement to the end of the new string. 
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GenerateProba(); 

 for (int i = 0; i < iterationTime; i++) { 

  string nextSentence = ""; 

  for (int32 k = 0; k < sentence.size(); k++) { 

 

   char currentChar = sentence.at(k); 

   //take one random number from the sequence 

   int probability = ranNum[ranCounter++]; 

    

 

   if (currentChar == rules.first && (probability >= 1 && probability <= branchProbability) ) { 

 

    nextSentence.append(rules.second); 

    branch_3_count++; 

   } 

   else if (currentChar == rules2.first && (probability > branchProbability)) { 

    nextSentence.append(rules2.second); 

    branch_2_count++; 

   } 

   else { 

    nextSentence += currentChar; 

   } 

    

  // The sequence only contains 100 random numbers, if system has already   

 //rewrote 100 character, 

   // update the sequence 

   if (ranCounter == 100) 

   { 

    GenerateProba(); 

    ranCounter = 0; 

   } 

  } 

  sentence = nextSentence; 

 } 

 

Code 3 Rewrite character(SympodialTree.cpp) 

4.3 L-system turtle component 

4.3.1 Overall working process: Iteration 

First, we will explain why L- system turtle needs an iteration program to read and render the tree.  

An example of a 2-generation tree and its sentence are as follow: 

!F[+/!F[+/!F[+/B][+/B][+/B]][+/!F[+/B][+/B][+/B]][+/!F[+/B][+/B][+/B]]][+/!F[+/@F[+/B][+/B]][+/!F[+/B][+/

B][+/B]][+/!F[+/B][+/B][+/B]]][+/@F[+/!F[+/B][+/B][+/B]][+/!F[+/B][+/B][+/B]]] 
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Figure 23 2-generation tree 

As we know in the previous sections, the width and length shrinking factors of a tree are fixed. They are 

used repeatedly on different triple branching and double branching. Therefore, the distribution of those 

factors is a breath first process as following picture (First number denotes the sequence number of the 

HヴaﾐIh, けWげ ﾏeaﾐs Width faItoヴ, けLげ ﾏeaﾐs Leﾐgth faItoヴぶ 

 

Figure 24 Demonstration of factors distribution 

However, in practice, the sentence of the tree is generated in a depth-first way. The system can only 

read through the string from the beginning to the end. Therefore, the actual render process of the L-

system turtle should be as follows: 

1: W1, L1 2: W2,L2 

3: W3 L3 

4: W1,L1 

5: W2, L2 
6: W3,L3

7: W1, L1 

8: W2, L2 

9: W3, L3

……
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Figure 25 The actual render process 

As a result, before the L-system turtle starts to render a child branch, the index for width and length 

factors should be reserved and aﾐ iteヴatioﾐ pヴoIess is ﾐeeded. If s┞steﾏ ヴeads a け!げ oヴ け@げ, it ┘ill staヴt a 

new render function for triple branching or double branching where the index for length and width 

factors can be reset. Current render function waits until the inner iterations end.

 

An iteration ends when system finishes reading a substring representing a triple branching or double 

branching. However, for the first iteration, it ends when system finishes reading the whole sentence. 

void ALsystemTurtleActor::draw_2_Branch(double branchLength, double branchWidth) 

{ 

 

 int count = 0; 

 int length = p->rules2.second.size() - 1; 

 int angleIndex = 0; 

 int lengthFactorIndex = 3; 

 int lable = 0; 

 

 double rotateX = 0; 

 branchLength = (branchLength < p->minLength) ? p->minLength : branchLength; 

 lable = (currentChar == 1) ? 1 : lable; 

 

 bool endingCondition = true; 

 

 

 while (endingCondition) { 

 

  char current = p->sentence.at(currentChar++); 

 

  if (current == '!') 

  { 

 

   double lengthFactor = p->lengthFactor[lengthFactorIndex]; 

   double widthFactor = p->widthFactor[lengthFactorIndex++]; 

   draw_3_Branch(branchLength * lengthFactor, branchWidth * widthFactor);  

1: W1, L1 

2: W1, L1 

3: W2 L2 4: W3, L3 

5: W2, L2 

6: W1, L1 7: W2, L2 

8: W3, L3 

9: W3, L3 
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 } 

  else if (current == '@') 

  { 

 

   double lengthFactor = p->lengthFactor[lengthFactorIndex]; 

   double widthFactor = p->widthFactor[lengthFactorIndex++]; 

   draw_2_Branch(branchLength * lengthFactor, branchWidth * widthFactor); 

  } 

  else if (current == 'F') 

  { 

 

   forward(branchLength, branchWidth, 0, rotateX); 

  } 

  else if (current == '+') 

  { 

 

   turnYaw(p->branchBeta[angleIndex]); 

  } 

  else if (current == '/') 

  { 

 

   rotateX = p->branchTheta[angleIndex]; 

   turnRoll(p->branchTheta[angleIndex++]); 

  } 

  else if (current == '&') 

  { 

   turnPitch(p->branchBeta[angleIndex++]); 

  } 

  else if (current == '[') 

  { 

   push(); 

  } 

  else if (current == ']') 

  { 

   pop(); 

  } 
  else 

  { 

   forward(branchLength, branchWidth, 1, rotateX); 

  } 

  count++; 

  if (lable == 1) 

  { 

   endingCondition = ((!(count >= length)) || !(currentChar >= p->sentence.size() - 1)); 

  } 

  else { 

   endingCondition = (!(count >= length)); 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

Code 4 Double-branching (LsystemTurtleActor.cpp) 
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4.3.2 Rotation of L-system turtle 

There are 2 types of rotation actions for L-s┞steﾏ tuヴtle. Oﾐe is ヴotatiﾐg aヴouﾐd さUpざ ┗eItoヴ, the otheヴ is 
ヴotatiﾐg aヴouﾐd さFヴoﾐtざ ┗eItoヴ. Like the distribution of length and width factors, the rotation angles 

aヴouﾐd さupざ ┗eItoヴ aﾐd さfヴoﾐtざ ┗eItoヴ aヴe the same among double branching or triple branching. 

else if (current == '+') 

  { 

 

   turnYaw(p->branchBeta[angleIndex]); 

   count++; 

  } 

  else if (current == '/') 

  { 

 

   turnRoll(p->branchTheta[angleIndex++]); 

   count++; 

  } 

 

Code 5 Angle distribution (LsystemTurtleActor.cpp) 

 

SympodialTrees_3::SympodialTrees_3(int iterationTime) : SympodialTrees(iterationTime) 

{ 

 //z 

 branchBeta[0] = -30.0f; 

 branchBeta[1] = 30.0f; 

 branchBeta[2] = 90.0f; 

 

 //x 

 branchTheta[0] = -30.0f; 

 branchTheta[1] = 35.0f; 

 branchTheta[2] = -40.0f; 

 

Code 6 Angle declaration of sympodial tree (SympodialTree_3.cpp) 

In Unreal Engine 4, to rotate around an aItoヴ けs さloIal Iooヴdiﾐate a┝isざ, ふiﾐ this Iase, the loIal Iooヴdiﾐate 
a┝is is saﾏe as aItoヴげs Up, Fヴoﾐt or ‘ight ┗eItoヴぶ, a useful fuﾐItioﾐ さAddAItoヴLoIal‘otatioﾐざ Iaﾐ He used. 
The paヴaﾏeteヴ foヴ this fuﾐItioﾐ is a VeItoヴ stヴuItuヴe Ialled さF‘otatoヴざ.  It denotes the rotation angles 

around Z axis (Up), Y axis (Right), and X axis (Front). For example, AddActorLocalRotation 

(FRotator(100,0,0)) means rotate the actor around local Z axis by 100 degrees. 
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void ALsystemTurtleActor::turnYaw(double branchAngle) 

{ 

 

 turtleRight = turtleRight.RotateAngleAxis(branchAngle, turtleUp); 

 turtleFoward = turtleFoward.RotateAngleAxis(branchAngle, turtleUp); 

 

 AddActorLocalRotation(FRotator(0, branchAngle, 0)); 

} 

 

void ALsystemTurtleActor::turnRoll(double branchAngle) 

{ 

 turtleRight = turtleRight.RotateAngleAxis(-branchAngle, turtleFoward); 

 turtleUp = turtleUp.RotateAngleAxis(-branchAngle, turtleFoward); 

 

 AddActorLocalRotation(FRotator(0, 0, branchAngle)); 

} 

 

Code 7 Rotation (LsystemTurtleActor.cpp) 

In the previous parts of the report, we mentioned that the L-system turtle actor needs to maintain and 

update three direction vectors up, right and front vector. The reason why we need to keep them is that 

Unreal Engine 4 does not provide real time direction vectors of an actor. Therefore, if an actor has 

rotated before, we cannot get the current direction vectors of it. The front actor is necessary for an L-

system actor to confirm the next location. 

Therefore, as we showed above, the direction vectors are also rotated by using RotateAngleAxis() 

function. This function allows a vector to rotate around another vector, which is suitable in this case. 

 

4.3.3 Forward 

In L-system, turtle will move to next location after several rotations. In nature, tree always grow 

vertically. Therefore, in this project, the turtle will always move towards the diヴeItioﾐ of けUpげ ┗eItoヴ. 
Here, we will first introduce how L-system turtle moves to the next location. 

As we know in the previous section, the length of a branch is acknowledged. Therefore, we can get: 軽結捲建詣剣潔欠建�剣券 = 潔憲堅堅結券建詣剣潔欠建�剣券 ∗ 戟喧 

 

Figure 26 Demonstration of Moving 
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To spawn a static mesh actor, we need to input a location as well as a rotation. We have already known 

the rotation for it, which is the rotation of L-system actor. Now, we will focus on the location for this 

newly created mesh component.  

As we can see in the following pictures, the branch and trunk can be approximately seen as cylinders. In 

Unreal Engine 4, the position of a static mesh is confirmed by the center point of it. Therefore, we can 

align the center of the branch (or truﾐkぶ to the ﾏiddle poiﾐt Het┘eeﾐ tuヴtleげs Iuヴヴeﾐt loIatioﾐ aﾐd the 
next location. It can be represented as: 警結嫌ℎ詣剣潔欠建�剣券 = 岫潔憲堅堅結券建詣剣潔欠建�剣券 + 券結捲建詣剣潔欠建�剣券岻/に 

 

 

Figure 27 Demonstration of static mesh actors 

 

Figure 28 Confirming location (Ideal design) 

Current location 

Next location 

Mesh’s center point = (nextLocation+currentLocation)/2 
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This solution is not perfect. Ideally, the vertical length of the mesh should be the same as the length of 

branch that we preset. Yet, they are slightly different. The length of the branch could be longer than the 

actual length of the mesh. The scale of the mesh is not defined by concrete numbers. It needs to be 

adjusted by multiplying constants in different dimensions (x, y, or z). The length and width of branches 

are only the parameters that affect the actual length of width of the mesh. Here, we call the location 

IalIulated H┞ the eケuatioﾐ Helo┘ as けPヴeset ﾐe┝t loIatioﾐげ �堅結嫌結建 券結捲建 健剣潔欠建�剣券 = 潔憲堅堅結券建詣剣潔欠建�剣券 ∗ 戟喧 

As a result, we need to manually set the next location as the location of sphere component of branches 

or trunk after the mesh actor is spawned. So that the child branches will be generated at correct 

location. 

 

Figure 29 Actual confirmation of next location 

  if (currentChar == 2) 

   { 

    ATreeTrunkComponent* treeComponent = GWorld->GetWorld()-

>SpawnActor<ATreeTrunkComponent>(treeComponent->StaticClass(), (turtleLocation + nextLocation) / 2, GetActorRotation()); 

    treeComponent->loadComponent(branchWidth, branchLength); 

    treeTrunkComponentSet.Add(treeComponent); 

    turtleLocation = treeComponent->SphereMeshComponent->GetComponentLocation(); 

   } 

   else 

   { 

    AStaticTreeComponent* treeComponent = GWorld->GetWorld()-

>SpawnActor<AStaticTreeComponent>(treeComponent->StaticClass(), (turtleLocation + nextLocation) / 2, GetActorRotation()); 

    treeComponent->loadComponent(branchWidth, branchLength); 

    treeComponentSet.Add(treeComponent); 

    turtleLocation = treeComponent->SphereMeshComponent->GetComponentLocation(); 

   } 

 

Code 8 Spawning static mesh actors (LsystemTurtleActor.cpp) 

Current location 

Preset next location(nextLocation+currentLocation)/2 

Mesh’s location 

Modified next location 
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4.3.4 Push and pop 

The status of L-system turtle is consisted of location, rotation and direction vector (up, forward, right). 

Therefore, 2 stacks that store FVector and 1 stack that stores FRotator are needed. 

void ALsystemTurtleActor::push() 

{ 

 locationStore.push(turtleLocation); 

 rotationStore.push(turtleFoward); 

 rotationStore.push(turtleUp); 

 rotationStore.push(turtleRight); 

 

 rotatorStore.push(GetActorRotation()); 

} 

 

void ALsystemTurtleActor::pop() 

{ 

 turtleLocation = locationStore.top(); 

 locationStore.pop(); 

 

 turtleRight = rotationStore.top(); 

 rotationStore.pop(); 

 

 turtleUp = rotationStore.top(); 

 rotationStore.pop(); 

 

 turtleFoward = rotationStore.top(); 

 rotationStore.pop(); 

 

 SetActorRotation(rotatorStore.top()); 

 rotatorStore.pop(); 

} 

 

4.3.5 Delete tree 

To change the shape of the tree in real time, we need a delete function for L-system turtle. L-system 

turtle should delete all components of a tree and starts to create a new one. 

In Unreal Engine 4, an object of actor class is declared as a reference. Therefore, we can save all 

references of component objects into arrays. Iterating these arrays and delete every component object 

by using function Destroy(). The Destroy() function is an embedded function of Actor. 

ALeafComponent* leafComponent = GWorld->GetWorld()-

>SpawnActor<ALeafComponent>(leafComponent->StaticClass(), turtleLocation, 

GetActorRotation()); 

   leafComponent->SetActorRelativeScale3D(FVector(1, 1.5, 1)); 

 

   if (treeComponentSet.Num() != 0) 

   { 

    treeComponentSet.Last()->SphereMeshComponent->SetVisibility(false); 

 

    //Add this component to the array 

    leafComponentSet.Add(leafComponent); 

   }  
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   if (currentChar == 2) 

   { 

    ATreeTrunkComponent* treeComponent = GWorld->GetWorld()-

>SpawnActor<ATreeTrunkComponent>(treeComponent->StaticClass(), (turtleLocation + nextLocation) / 2, GetActorRotation()); 

    treeComponent->loadComponent(branchWidth, branchLength); 

 

    //Add this component to the array 

    treeTrunkComponentSet.Add(treeComponent); 

    turtleLocation = treeComponent->SphereMeshComponent->GetComponentLocation(); 

   } 

   else 

   { 

    AStaticTreeComponent* treeComponent = GWorld->GetWorld()-

>SpawnActor<AStaticTreeComponent>(treeComponent->StaticClass(), (turtleLocation + nextLocation) / 2, GetActorRotation()); 

    treeComponent->loadComponent(branchWidth, branchLength); 

    //Add this component to the array 

    treeComponentSet.Add(treeComponent); 

    turtleLocation = treeComponent->SphereMeshComponent->GetComponentLocation(); 

   } 

 

Code 9 Store references (LsystemTurtleActor.cpp) 

void ALsystemTurtleActor::deleteTree() 

{ 

 for (auto n : treeComponentSet) { 

  n->Destroy(); 

 } 

 

 for (auto n : leafComponentSet) { 

  n->Destroy(); 

 } 

 

 for (auto n : treeTrunkComponentSet) { 

  n->Destroy(); 

 } 

} 

 

Code 10 Iterate arrays (LsystemTurtleActor.cpp) 

4.4 Mesh component 

4.4.1 Scale of the mesh 

In the pヴe┗ious seItioﾐ, ┘e kﾐo┘ that the paヴaﾏeteヴs け┘idthげ aﾐd けleﾐgthげ of HヴaﾐIhes are the factors 

that affect the actual width and length of branch meshes. In this section, we will focus on the 

implementation of adjusting scale of meshes. 

First, we need to clarify that the original meshes of three components (branch, trunk, leaf), are out of 

shape. They need to be adjusted in the first place of spawning. 
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Figure 30 A branch, trunk, and leaf (Original) 

Specifically, the first phase of scale adjustment takes place in the construction function. 

  FVector scale = MeshComponent->GetRelativeScale3D(); 

  scale.X *= 4.056; 

  scale.Y *= 5.131; 

  MeshComponent->SetRelativeScale3D(scale); 

 

Code 11 First scaling adjustment of branch (StaticTreeComponent.cpp) 

 

  FVector scale = MeshComponent->GetRelativeScale3D(); 

  scale.X *= 3.556; 

  scale.Y *= 4.031; 

  MeshComponent->SetRelativeScale3D(scale); 

 

Code 12 First scaling adjustment of trunk (TreeTrunkComponent.cpp) 

Second phase of scaling adjustment happens after mesh actors are spawned. The mesh component 

actors provide a method to input the branch length as parameter.  

 

void AStaticTreeComponent::loadComponent(double width, double length) 

{ 

 SetActorScale3D(FVector(width / 82.0f, width / 82.0f, length / 60.0f)); 

 //MeshComponent->SetWorldScale3D(FVector(width / 100.0f, width / 100.0f, length / 100.0f)); 

 SphereMeshComponent->SetWorldScale3D(FVector(width / 140.0f, width / 140.0f, width / 80.0f)); 

} 

 

Code 13 Method to adjust scale (StaticTreeComponent.cpp) 
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void ATreeTrunkComponent::loadComponent(double width, double length) 

{ 

 

 SetActorScale3D(FVector(width / 137.0f, width / 137.0f, length / 150.0f)); 

 //MeshComponent->SetWorldScale3D(FVector(width / 100.0f, width / 100.0f, length / 100.0f)); 

 SphereMeshComponent->SetWorldScale3D(FVector(width / 130.0f, width / 128.0f, width / 73.0f)); 

} 

 

Code 14 Method to adjust scale (TreeTrunkComponent.cpp) 

4.5 User interface 

In this section, we will not discuss the declaration of every component in this interface. Instead, we will 

introduce how input data transmits from user interface to L-system turtle. 

4.5.1 Overall design of user interface 

 

Figure 31 Design of user interface 

Users can input the parameters that control the shape of the tree. Five default settings of trees are 

provided. When users click generate, the system will generate a tree in the middle of the screen. If user 

click reset, all input content can be erased. 

4.5.2 Implementation of user interface 

Iﾐ Uﾐヴeal Eﾐgiﾐe ヴ, a useヴ iﾐteヴfaIe Iaﾐ He desigﾐed H┞ a ┗isual de┗elopﾏeﾐt tool Ialled けBluepヴiﾐtげ. The 
design above is done by blueprint. Yet, the function of user interface should be developed in C++ in this 

pヴojeIt. Theヴefoヴe, a liﾐk Het┘eeﾐ けHluepヴiﾐtげ desigﾐ aﾐd C++ Ilass is ﾐeIessaヴ┞. 

Fiヴst, ┘e Iヴeate a C++ ┘idget Ilass Ialled さM┞Widgetざ. Theﾐ ┘e Iaﾐ Iヴeate a Hluepヴiﾐt ┘idget Ilass 
deヴi┗ed fヴoﾏ さM┞Widgetざ. 
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Figure 32 A widget blueprint class 

After finishing the visual design of the widget, we can connect the blueprint widget class to the C++ 

widget class each component by each component with the following code. This is only an example of 

implementation of button, there are many other components in this widget class. 

 

    if (UButton* btn = Cast<UButton>(GetWidgetFromName("Generate"))) 

    { 

        FScriptDelegate Del; 

        Del.BindUFunction(this, "OnBtnGenerateClick"); 

        btn->OnClicked.Add(Del); 

    } 

 

Code 15 An Example of connecting component (MyUserWidget.cpp) 

Next, in the game mode class, we need to instantiate the widget class like below: 

// Check if there is already a widget class exists 

(MyWidgetInstance) 

    { 

        MyWidgetInstance->RemoveFromViewport(); 

        MyWidgetInstance = nullptr; 

    } 

//Load the class of widget 

    if (UClass* MyWidgetClass = LoadClass<UMyUserWidget>(NULL, 

TEXT("WidgetBlueprint'/Game/NewWidgetBlueprint.NewWidgetBlueprint_C'"))) 

    { 

       //Get user controller 

        if (APlayerController* PC = GetWorld()->GetFirstPlayerController()) 

        { 

            //Create a widget object 

            MyWidgetInstance = CreateWidget<UMyUserWidget>(PC, MyWidgetClass); 

            if (MyWidgetInstance) 

            { 

                MyWidgetInstance->AddToViewport(); 

            } 

        } 

        UE_LOG(LogTemp, Warning, TEXT("Added")); 

    } 

 

Code 16 Declaration of widget object (IPGameModeBase.cpp) 
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In widget class, we declare a L-system turtle pointer. When the widget class is instantiated, we assign 

the reference of L-system turtle object to this pointer. So that we can transmit all input data to L-system 

turtle.

        lsystem->p->lengthFactor[0] = FCString::Atod(*lengthFactor->GetText().ToString()); 

        lsystem->p->lengthFactor[1] = FCString::Atod(*lengthFactor_1->GetText().ToString()); 

        lsystem->p->lengthFactor[2] = FCString::Atod(*lengthFactor_2->GetText().ToString()); 

        lsystem->p->lengthFactor[3] = FCString::Atod(*lengthFactor_3->GetText().ToString()); 

        lsystem->p->lengthFactor[4] = FCString::Atod(*lengthFactor_4->GetText().ToString()); 

        UE_LOG(LogTemp, Warning, TEXT("lengthFactor: %f,%f,%f,%f,%f"), lsystem->p->lengthFactor[0], lsystem->p-

>lengthFactor[1], lsystem->p->lengthFactor[2], lsystem->p->lengthFactor[3], lsystem->p->lengthFactor[4]); 

 

        lsystem->p->GenerateSentence(); 

        lsystem->render(); 

 

Code 17 Example of data transmit and generating a tree (MyUserWidget.cpp) 

    lsystem = GWorld->GetWorld()->SpawnActor<ALsystemTurtleActor>(lsystem->StaticClass(), FVector(0, 0, 70), FRotator(0, 0, 

0)); 

 

    MyWidgetInstance->loadTurtle(lsystem); 

 

Code 18 Create and assign L-system turtle object (IPGameModeBase.cpp) 

4.6 Game mode 

Game mode is like the Main function in Java. It is the entry point of the program in Unreal Engine 4 

project. In this project, the instantiation of the L-system turtle class and the widget class happen within 

the BeginPlay() function of Game mode class. BeginPlay() function will be run when the program starts. 

 if (MyWidgetInstance) 

    { 

        MyWidgetInstance->RemoveFromViewport(); 

        MyWidgetInstance = nullptr; 

    } 

    if (UClass* MyWidgetClass = LoadClass<UMyUserWidget>(NULL, 

TEXT("WidgetBlueprint'/Game/NewWidgetBlueprint.NewWidgetBlueprint_C'"))) 

    { 

        if (APlayerController* PC = GetWorld()->GetFirstPlayerController()) 

        { 

            MyWidgetInstance = CreateWidget<UMyUserWidget>(PC, MyWidgetClass); 

            if (MyWidgetInstance) 

            { 

                MyWidgetInstance->AddToViewport(); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

    lsystem = GWorld->GetWorld()->SpawnActor<ALsystemTurtleActor>(lsystem->StaticClass(), FVector(0, 0, 70), FRotator(0, 0, 

0)); 

    MyWidgetInstance->loadTurtle(lsystem); 

 

Code 19 BeginPlay() in Game mode (IPGameModeBase.cpp 
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4.7 Important problems during implementation 

4.7.1 Rough and bumpy surface of mesh component 

In the early stage of development, the mesh of branch is made of a standard cylinder and a standard 

circle. It will come up with a problem that the surface of branch is too smooth to look natural. 

 

Figure 33 Previous mesh of branch 

To solve this problem, realistic models for branch and trunk are needed. After searching a model library 

called Quixel Bridge, a better model for tree trunk has been found. As we can see in the demonstration 

figures, the surface of this trunk is rough and bumpy. At the same time, the upper part of the trunk is 

close to a cylinder. Therefore, we can crop the upper part of the trunk and take it as the model for 

branch. 

 

Figure 34 Tree trunk 
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Figure 35 Branch 

What needs to be mentioned is that the material for those meshes are different than the material we 

use on the mesh component. The cropping process is done on 3DS MAX 2019 

   

Figure 36 Cropping process on 3DS MAX 2019 

4.7.2 Performance improvement 

One significant issue that affects the performance is lighting in the scene. There are two of the lighting 

types in Unreal Engine 4 that are needed to introduce. 

(1) Stationary lights [13] 

Stationary Lights are lights that are intended to stay in one position, but are able to change in other 

ways, such as their brightness and color. This is the primary way in which they differ from Static Lights, 

which cannot change in any way during gameplay. However, it should be noted that runtime changes to 

brightness only affect the direct lighting. Indirect (bounced) lighting, since it is pre-calculated by 

Lightmass, will not change. 

Of the three light mobilities, Stationary lights tend to have the highest quality, medium mutability, and 

medium performance cost. 

Trunk Branch 
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(2) Static light [14] 

Static Lights are lights that cannot be changed or moved in any way at runtime. They are calculated only 

within Lightmaps, and once processed, have no further impact on performance. Movable objects cannot 

integrate with static lights, so the usefulness of static lights is limited. 

Of the three light mobilities, Static lights tend to have medium quality, lowest mutability, and the lowest 

performance cost. 

By default, the light in a map will be a stationary light. It causes significant impact on performance 

because in this project, tens of thousands of static mesh actors are created. It means that the system 

must calculate real-time lighting for all those actors. The frame rate in inspecting window is very low.  

 

Figure 37 Frame rate testing before improving 

 

Figure 38 Default lighting setting in a map 
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By changing the light into static, the performance of program has improved. The frame rate has 

increased significantly. However, the quality of light is also lower. 

 

Figure 39 Frame rate test after improving 

5.Results and Evaluation 

5.1 User interface 

 

Figure 40 User interface 
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5.1 Effect of each parameter 

Trees are controlled by parameters that are mentioned above. Therefore, changing in each parameter of 

one type of tree is necessary. 

Basic parameter of a type of tree: 

Axiom � = 稽岫ぬどど,ばど岻, Probability � = {ど.は,ど.ね}, generation = 9, initial length = 300, 

Initial width = 90,  

Branch angle around Z axis { −ぬど°, ぬど°, ひど°}, Branch angle around X axis { −ぬど°, ぬの°,−ひど°} 
Width parameters: 喧怠 = ど.の  圏怠 = ど.ぬ  喧態 = ど.ぬ 

Length parameters: { ど.はぱ, ど.ばぱ, ど.のぱ, ど.はぱ, ど.ばぱ} 
Rewriting rules: {稽 → ! 繋[+/稽] [+/稽][+/稽]}, {稽 → ! 繋[+/稽] [+/稽]} 

 

Figure 41 Same type of tree with different generation (7,9) 
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Figure 42 Same type of tree with different triple branching probability (0.4,0.6) 

 

 

Figure 43 Same type of tree with different initial length (300,400) 
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Figure 44 Same type of tree with different initial width (70,80) 

 

Figure 45 Same type of tree with different rotation angles around z-axis (-45,45,105) (-30,30,90) 
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Figure 46 Same type of tree with different rotation angles around x-axis (-30,35, -40) (-20,30, -35) 

5.2 Different types of trees 

Axiom � = 稽岫ぬどど,はど岻, Probability � = {ど.ぱ,ど.に}, generation = 8, initial length = 300, 

Initial width = 60,  

Branch angle around Z axis { −ぬど°, ぬど°, ひど°}, Branch angle around X axis { にば°,−はぱ°, はど°} 
Width parameters: 喧怠 = ど.の  圏怠 = ど.ぬ  喧態 = ど.ぬ 

Length parameters: { ど.はの, ど.ばな, ど.のの, ど.はの, ど.ばな} 
Rewriting rules: {稽 → ! 繋[+/稽] [+/稽][+/稽]}, {稽 → ! 繋[+/稽] [+/稽]} 

 

Figure 47 Sympodial tree _1 
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Axiom � = 稽岫にどど,のど岻, Probability � = {ど.は,ど.ね}, generation = 9, initial length = 200, 

Initial width = 50,  

Branch angle around Z axis { −ぬど°, ぬど°, ひど°}, Branch angle around X axis { にの°,−にの°, はど°} 
Width parameters: 喧怠 = ど.ねの  圏怠 = ど.ぬ  喧態 = ど.の 

Length parameters: { ど.の, ど.ぱの, ど.のの, ど.の, ど.ぱの} 
Rewriting rules: {稽 → ! 繋[+/稽] [+/稽][+/稽]}, {稽 → ! 繋[+/稽] [+/稽]} 

 

Figure 48 Sympodial tree _2 

Axiom � = 稽岫ぬどど,ばど岻, Probability � = {ど.ば,ど.ぬ}, generation = 9, initial length = 300, 

Initial width = 70,  

Branch angle around Z axis { −ぬど°, ぬど°, ひど°}, Branch angle around X axis { −にど°, ぬの°,−ねど°} 
Width parameters: 喧怠 = ど.の  圏怠 = ど.ぬ  喧態 = ど.ぬ 

Length parameters: { ど.はの, ど.ばな, ど.のの, ど.はの, ど.ばな} 
Rewriting rules: {稽 → ! 繋[+/稽] [+/稽][+/稽]}, {稽 → ! 繋[+/稽] [+/稽]} 
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Figure 49 Sympodial tree _3 

Axiom � = 稽岫なにど,のど岻, Probability � = {ど.ば,ど.ぬ}, generation = 9, initial length = 120, 

Initial width = 50,  

Branch angle around Z axis { −ひど°, ひど°,−の°}, Branch angle around X axis { の°,−ぬど°,−ねど°} 
Width parameters: 喧怠 = ど.の  圏怠 = ど.ぬ  喧態 = ど.は 

Length parameters: { ど.ひの, ど.ばの, ど.はぱ, ど.ひの, ど.ばの} 
Rewriting rules: {稽 → ! 繋[+/稽] [+/稽][+/稽]}, {稽 → ! 繋[+/稽] [+/稽]} 

 

Figure 50 Sympodial tree _4 
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Axiom � = 稽岫などど,にど岻, Probability � = {ど.は,ど.ね}, generation = 9, initial length = 120, 

Initial width = 20,  

Branch angle around Z axis { なぬば°, なぬば°,−の°}, Branch angle around X axis { −の°, にの°,−ねど°} 
Width parameters: 喧怠 = ど.ね  圏怠 = ど.ぬ  喧態 = ど.ね 

Length parameters: { ど.ひの, ど.ばの, ど.はぱ, ど.のの, ど.ひの} 
Rewriting rules: {稽 → ! 繋[+/稽] [+/稽]}, {稽 → !繋[+/稽] [+/稽]} 

 

Figure 51 Sympodial tree _5 
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5.3 Observation from different perspective 

 

Figure 52 Observe the tree from the right 

 

Figure 53 Observe the tree from the bottom 

 

Figure 54 Observe the tree from the top 
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6. Future work 

Due to time constraints during this project, the program did not implement the export 3D model 

function. In this project, trees are formed by tens of thousands of static mesh components, and they are 

independent from each other. To export the tree, we need to combine all components as one static 

mesh actor. However, there is not a simple way to automatically combine actors when the programming 

is running. A potential solution is to extract the mesh data from the lower level of render pipeline and 

combine those data, which requires longer time to study. 

As mentioned in section 4.7.1, one important feature that makes tree look realistic is the surface of 

trunk and branch. In nature, the surface of a tree is bumpy and rough. Although in this project, this 

problem can be solved by using a better 3D model, the branch and trunk of the tree will be completely 

ideﾐtiIal. BeIause the┞ aヴe usiﾐg a fi┝ed ンD ﾏodel. This Iaﾐ He poteﾐtiall┞ fi┝ed H┞ usiﾐg けHuﾏp ﾏapげ 
and apply random bump map onto the surface of branches and trunk.  

As described in initial plan, there are more than one type of tree in nature. A potential future work can 

be studying and implementing other types of trees with different rewriting rules. For example, 

monopodial tree.  

Another area for potential improvement is that the branches of a tree are all straight. In nature, 

branches are usually curving. Although this can be solved by using B Spline [16]. B Spline curve line 

simulation is broadly used in many areas, including plants modeling. In this project, B Spline can be used 

to simulate a curved branch by combining several straight branches with certain angles. However, the 

theory of B Spline is complicated, and it requires more time to understand and to be implemented in 

practice. 

7. Conclusions 

The primary aim of this project is to research and implement L-system on Unreal Engine 4, researching 

plants morphology and generate a realistic plant. The L-system was successfully implemented in C++ and 

a system based on C++ has been designed and it has been successfully run on Unreal Engine 4. The 

results of the evaluation have shown that a realistic 3D tree can be generated. User can change the 

shape of it by modifying the parameters. Although the parameters that are extracted from plants cannot 

perfectly simulate and describe the plants perfectly, it has left a research direction for the future work. 

The secondary aim was to develop a system with a user interface that allows user to adjust the 

parameters directly and import customized 3D model and material. An export functionality is also 

expected, it provides a way for user to export the tree that has been generated as an FBX. File for future 

use. The secondary aim has partly achieved. A user interface has been implemented and user can 

Ihaﾐge tヴeeげs paヴaﾏeteヴ. Ho┘e┗eヴ, the e┝poヴt aﾐd iﾏpoヴt fuﾐItioﾐalit┞ aヴe ﾏissiﾐg. As disIussed Hヴiefly 

in Section 7, this is potential for improvement. 
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8. Reflection on Learning 

The project has achieved its practical aims with deliverable results. In addition to it, I have also benefit 

from completing the project. By designing and developing L-system on Unreal Engine 4 by C++, I have 

expanded my programming skills and the familiarity of Unreal Engine 4 platform, as well as computer 

graphics. I am deeply interested in them, and I hope to keep researching in field of computer graphics 

and game engineering. This project has also provided an opportunity to explore mathematical plants 

simulations. Although I cannot invent a simulation method, it is also very helpful to implement an 

existing method. 

The project has also been very helpful to my time management skills and carrying out a project from 

start to finish. By completing the project, I have  had the opportunity to research and to learn how to 

use Unreal Engine 4, which is my intended future area to work in. 
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